Students suggest increased Dining Services budget

BY MEGA N LA SHER
News Editor
Multiple students have come together to form an activist group called
United for Better Dining Services
(UBDS). They are demanding higher
wages and better support for Sodexo
employees at Colby.
UBDS, which has been active since
the beginning of the fall semester, has
generated much administrative attention through their campaigns on
behalf of the dining services workers.
Earlier this year. Director of Dining
Services Larry Llewellyn released a

public response to the groups manifesto. In the two-page document, he
clarified some specific points that
UBDS had investigated, including
that each part-time employee is given
two sets of uniforms, employees are
given one 15-minute break for 6-hour
shifts and two for 8-hour shifts along
with a 30 minute unpaid meal break,
and that "all Sodexo staff are free to
converse with any student, staff or
faculty on campus during their breaks
or after their work period."
In response to the document, and
in a follow-up to their semester-long
research, UBDS held a meeting on
Friday, Feb. 13 to propose new ad-

ditions to the budget for Dining
Services. Members Ana Sofia Solis
Canales '18 and Ester Topolarova '17
began the event with a presentation
analyzing the cost of healthcare, travel
vouchers, new uniforms, and higher
wages for all 80 full-time and 60-70
part-time Sodexo workers. Their proposed budget ranges from $989K to
$3.6 million, depending upon three
categorized options (see table on following page).
Following the presentation, Hiya
Islam '15 opened the conversation to
the community members in attendance. She asked the audience to evaluate three main questions: "Did we

respective department. Evaluations are often comp leted after
observing a few of the professor 's class sessions and indicate
areas where the professor either
performs excellentl y or needs
improvement.

in
a u d i t i o n to teaching,
In addition
teaching a professor 's research demonstrates
a sense of scholarship and professional development that are
intrinsic to academia. Anothei
recentl y tenured faculty member , Assistant Professor of Psychology Christop her Soto, said ,
"I came to Colby because I love
to teach and 1 love research. At
Colby, there are opp ortunities to
integrate them both."
The College provides professors w i t h a pre-tenure sabbatical , along with numerous
chances to collaborate with
peers on scholarl y work. The
imp ortance of research is hig hlig hted in (he months leading
up to the tenure committee 's
review , when the professor
must provide a collection their
research to be examined by a

bod y of reviewers comprised
of the departmental committee, objective reviewers from
outside the College but in the
same field and friendl y reviewers who have previousl y worked
with the professor.
Finall y, the professor must
consistently perform service to
both their department and the
broader academic community.
This is usuall y done throug h
participation in various proj ects and committees throug hout the campus.
Upon successful completion
of their evaluations, tenure was
awarded to Assistant Professor of Anthropology and African-American Studies Chandra
Bhimull , Assistant Professor of
French Audrey Brunetaux , Assistant Professor of Global Studies
Maple Razsa , Associate Professor of Art Tanya Sheehan , alongside Soto and Taylor. Each will
add their own special touch to
their department and contribute greatl y to the community for
years to come.
Taylor exp lained that as long
as he kept doing his job , he
would remain at Colb y. However, he now has "the freedom to
experiment and try something
new." Soto mentioned something
similar , notin g how professors
"have to keep up a certain pace
leading up to tenure , keeping it
safe and doing a good job. ' Both
professors view tenure as an invitation to develop new and exciting research projects.
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forget something that you would like
us to address? Did the budget make
sense— can it work? And how can we
make it work?"
Brian Westerman '16 started by
asking where the budget money
would come from, and Islam tabled
the question in order to first focus on
the presentation's content. Another
student asked how Colby's Dining
Services compared to other NESCAC schools, and Marina Arcuschin
'16 responded that the other colleges
are either self-run or use a different
dining service company, so there are
few grounds for comparison. Topolarova later commented that UBDS
is inspired by a larger national movement, which—as of last year—started
encouraging all the Sodexo focused
campaigns to concentrate on improving the contracts to directly affect the
worker's conditions and the college
communities.
Students asked Llewellyn to clarify
whether dining services workers were
employed under Colby or under Sodexo, and if they are given the ability
to work when school is not in session.
"Sodexo is employed on a management contract. We don't own the
equipment or the maintenance," he
answered. "Sodexo operates a number of summer camps around Maine,
so when Colby isn t in school, [the
employees] still have opportunities
for work. Last summer, everyone who
wanted to was able to work"
The audience debated whether
the budget should come from Sodexo or Colby, and Spanish Lan-

guage Assistant Clara Morales
asked, "Why can't Sodexo take less
benefits? Sodexo is making huge
benefits, so why aren't they offering
a collaborative part on this?"
Llewellyn clarified: "This is Colby's money, not Sodexo's. They pay
us a fee to manage their budget."
Assistant Professor of Global Studies Maple Razsa commented: "Really these are Colby's employees—
they're Sodexo only by name, but
Colby employs Sodexo and decides
the wage. For us thinking about this
as a community, do we want a campus that's run more cheaply at the
expense of the lower-paid workers
who live among us?"
The conversation quickly turned
back to the feasibility of the budget,
and Brian Martinez '17 said, "A lot
of you probably know that President
Greene recendy doubled Colby's debt,
and it's a matter of allotting those
funds.... It's a feasible thing to add to
the Dining Services budget I think it's
do-able."
Razsa asserted that the minimum
category is "potentially not ambitiom
enough. It would be good to look at a
range of living wage studiesand determine the real cost of living first." Topolarova noted that her research had
concluded that $10.10 is the living
wage, but that it is higher for employees with children.
cont 'd in Sodexo conditions, p. 2

Six Professors Receive Tenure College issues $ 100M
in bondsf ornewp roj ects
BY A NH UONG
News Staff

In order for a professor to secure their position at the College,
they must undergo the rigorous
process of gaining tenure. That
process culminated last week for
six professors, whose demonstrated excellence granted them
permanent spots on the Hill.
Tenure is typicall y a six-year
process that involves a continuous review by professors , students and various committees ,
concluding in a final decision
from the Board of Trustees.
"It 's definitel y not a sprint ,
but [rather) a m a r a t h o n ,' Assistant Professor of Mathematics Scott Tay lor said. Taylor was
one of the professors to receive
tenure last week and also mentioned how the experience can
be a stressful one that takes a
lot of work , and in the end , "it 's
all or nothing." The final decision is characterized by the
Board's evaluations of three
main components of the professor 's career: teaching, research
and service.
Of these components , teaching receives the most weight,
and its rating is heavil y influenced b y student and professor
feedback. During the probationary period , when the professor
in question does not have a permanent position at the College,
he or she is tested and evaluated
by fellow colleagues in their
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SAM L E BLANC
Co-Editor-in - Chief
Last month , the College issued
bonds totalling 100 million dollars
to fund a number of potential capital investments. While this move
caused Standard & Poors to lower
Colby 's credit rating and almost
doubled the College s debt , this
decision demonstrates a recent
administrative effort to enact immediate change in areas that many
members of the community have
identified as having the highest
need. President David A. Greene
cited athletics and the performing
arts as areas that need immediate
assistance, and capital raised from
the bond issuance will contribute
to these efforts.
The bond issuance mirrors a
similar assumption of debt in
2013 by the University of Chicago,
where Greene previousl y served
as Executive Vice President. The
University sold roug hl y 149 million dollars in federall y tax-exempt bonds , after which Bloomberg downgraded the University 's
credit outlook in January of the
following year. However, the institution moved up to a fourth place
spot on U.S. World News's National
University Ranking that same year.
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With interest rates nearing record lows (and projected to stay
low for the foreseeable future) this
was an ideal time for the college to
issue debt , and Greene is optimistic about the decision. "We know
we're going to be invested in Colby
and this gives us the flexibility to
be able to invest in those programs
at the right time, and thats why we
went into it right now."
As a non-profit , Colby is capable
of issuing non-taxable bonds, but
due to similarl y low interest rates
for taxable and non-taxable debt
securities , the College decided to
issue taxable bonds. "Most of the
time when colleges and universities
go into the market, they get nontaxable debt ," Greene said. However,
he noted the restrictions associated
with this approach: "You have to lay
out all the purposes you 're going to
use it for, it has to be used within
two or three years depending on the
kind of debt it is."
"The reason that they get nontaxable debt is that typicall y, the
rates are better than taxable debt ,"
he continued. "There are advantages to having taxable debt....
it gives you much more flexibility and tne funds don 't have to be
spent in a certain time period." The
College will make annual interest
contd in bond issuance, p. 2
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With this in mind, many of the audience members asserted their support for the medium and maximum
categories. "From what I understand,
a lot of the part-time workers do have
children, so I think the minimum is
too minimum," Kardelen Koldas ' 15
said
Westerman brought this conversation back to the point of feasibility,
asking "how does this number (1-3.5
million dollars) compare to any of the
departments here at Colby?" Topolarova responded: "I think that you are
comparing two things that aren 't really comparable."
'From a feasibility perspective,
I've already proposed that wages go
up to $10 in this year 's budget, and
that hasn't been turned down yeC

Llewellyn added. "That initiative to
raise the wage was pushed by Sodexo.
We've increased the base rate by 50
cents each year. The happier the employees are, the better my job is, so it 's
in our best interest to push these."
To conclude the discussion, a few audience members asked what other college campuses pay their workers, and if
other dining corporations or a self-run
dining service program would be more
beneficial."We want to look at this on a
Colbylevelnot what the restof the world
is doing," UBDS presenterCanalessaid
"We have to liveup to an ethical standard I think weneedtopushtheseideals
and we can, it's just a matter of making it
happen," Martinezadded
Associate Director of Dining Services Joseph Klaus ended the discussion by saying that, if the students
aspire to such a significant budget
increase, "there are three ways to pay
for it. from tuition, fund raising, or

cutting out expenses" Islam said that
UBDS is in the process of planning
another public forum to further evaluate thosethree options, and discuss a
greater plan of action.
After the meeting, Islam commented on UBDS's work with the administration. "We've been communicating
with Larry [Llewellyn] since January,
and we are really appreciative of him
and Joseph Klaus being here." Islam,
Arcuschin and Milton Guillen ' 15
also met with President Greene in October 2014 to discuss their campaign.
"He said that he will back what the
community collectively cares about
and that his personal politics will not
direct the course of action ," Islam said
Islam also added that the movement, which has grown since the release of a UBDS web page and online
petition, is "a long-term goal about
workers safety,so we can change people's lived realities "
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New S GA. initiatives: Waterville Colby bond issuance
shuttley Social A ctivists Lectures
cont 'd from bonds, p. 1

B Y TARINI HARDIKAR
News Staff
The Student Government Association (SGA) held its first formal meeting of the semester on Feb. 15. The
meeting, which began with reports
from the Executive Board, introduced
new members and welcomed returning ones from abroad
Justin Deckert '15 and Michael Loginoff ' 16, SGA Co-Presidents, discussed
initiatives they had been working on
over JanPlan. Logtnoff said that they
were continuing to work on starting a
shuttle to downtown Waterville that, as
opposed to the Jitney, would run on a
fixed schedule. The Co-Presidents also
met the with new Director of Athletics,
Tim Wheaton. and discussed reinvigorating iPlay and extending the Athletic
Center hours on weekdays.
Osman Bah '16, SGA Treasurer,
presented a rough draft of fund allocation for the semester. He said that
approximately 40 percent of the total
SGA budget was spent over Fall 2014
and JanPlan 2015, adding that this was
the norm, since the spring semester
has always required extra event funding. "After accounting for newspaper
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subscriptions like the NYTimes, the
Echo, the Outing Quo, and the radio,
we have about $76,000 left for the semesterr Bah said
Publicity Chair Connor Clancy '15,
discussed new initiatives.He met with
Colby Security to discuss parking issues that students experience and have
reported, "Security is absolutely open
to adding new parking spots, but for
that, more people should register their
cars on campus" He also mentioned
the Benching for Waterville effort, an
initiative that would fund a Waterville
student's education.
Shane Rogers '15. Multicultural Affairs Chair, talked about a new program which will bring more social
activists to campus. The SGA Social
Activist Lectures are aimed to increase
awareness and sensitivity on various
issues. He said they would try to have
four speakers per semester.
In addition to the new initiatives
discussed, SGA approved six dubs
during the meeting.These indude The
Wounded Warriors Club, The Gift of
Life Club, the Current Affairs Discussion Club, the Hawaii Club, React to
Film (RtF) and Colby Cafe. The dubs'
focuses range from charitable work
with wounded service members and

the national bone marrow registry,
to increasing awareness about social
justice issues through watching issuebaseddocumentaries.
The meeting then moved on to
Committee reports. The Academic Affairs Committee has been exploring the
prospectof instituting a "Community
Hour" with no classes, aimed to maximize student attendanceat events and
allow for easier organization for various
extracurricular activities. Bias Incident
Prevention and Response (BIPR) has
been working to increase awareness
about theirefforts, so studentsare aware
that theyhave a channelto addressany
bias theyexperience on campus.
While BIPR only received one
formal complaint last semester, it is
suspected that several incidents went
unreported which is inspiring the
group to increase their presence. Students will be pleased to hear that The
Traditions Committee is working to
organize the Winter Carnival, and the
Dining Services Committee hopes to
open a coffee station in Miller Library.
Advancements in all of these new
and exciting ventures, along with currently unannounced projects will be
discussedin the next SGA meeting on
March 1st.

payments, with the bonds' princi pal due in 40 years. Approaching
the debt with a long term strategic
p lan, the Trustees have already sequestered funds to pay both interest and principal when they come
due.
"We'll pay the principal so that
we're not leaving our successors
with a major hole to fill ," Greene
said. "They'll have a fund that will
grow over that time and will be able
to pay off the debt. The beauty of
that is that 100 million dollars 40
years from now is worth a lot less,
in all likelihood , than 100 million
dollars now....For our successors,
having that fund over time and being able to pay that off...the value
of [which]—in real terms—will be
significantly less." The College borrowed the bonds at 4.25 percent.
Historically, the college has
been fiscally conservative and debt
averse in its approach to financial decision-making. According
to Vice President and Secretary of
the College Andrew C. McGadney,
who arrived on campus this past
August, "This decision speaks to
the College's ability to take on debt.

It's a testament to the administration and a vote of confidence for
the institution."
As the College begins to look
into potential investments for these
additional funds, Greene is already
making an effort to ensure that future conversations are inclusive as
they can be. "We've tried to ensure
that there are students on the committee that are working on these
issues," Greene said- "We also want
to make sure that the staff voice is
being heard. It hasn't always been
included as often as it needs to be.
During this planning period, we
need to take an integrated community approach."
As part of a larger comprehensive
financial plan , both Greene and
McGadney noted that the new debt
will help to provide roughly five
million dollars in financial aid over
the next four years. In addition ,
the College has alread y p lanned
an open campus conversation on
the Performing Arts facilities project, according to an Official Notice
from Provost and Dean of Faculty
Lori Kletzer. A similar opportunity
to discuss the athletics facilities
project is forthcoming.

Three robberies in less than a month shake local community
Residents begin to
question their safety
within the city
BY CAROLINE FERGUSON
Local News Editor
This past Thursday, Feb. 12th.
the TD Bank on Waterville's Main
Street was robbed and the assailant is still currently at large. At
around 5:45 p.m., the suspect entered the bank wearing a full face
mask and handed a note to the
teller which threatened violence
if money was not exchanged. The
person showed no possession of
any weapon. Out of fear for their
safety, the teller handed an undisclosed amount of money to
(he robber, who then quickly fled
the bank on foot. Shortl y after ,
ten police cruisers arrived on the
scene in response to dispatch calls
and began to conduct their investigation throug h the use of a canine tracking team. However, the
suspect has yet to be located and
the investigation is still ongoing.
This incident is the first bank
robbery in about a year for Waterville, with the last occurring
in late February of 2014. For that
case, the assailant managed to obtain nearl y $4,000 in cash from
the Bangor Savings Bank on upper Main Street but was eventuall y caug ht and charged in Jun e.
This statistic is onl y looking at
robberies specificall y of banks ,
and doesn ' t take into account
similar crimes of that genre in the
entire city. Last week's crime at
TD Bank is only one part within

the recent chain of robberies in
the Waterville area. Within this
past month alone, the city has
seen three separate robberies ,
including that of TD Bank, all of
which have yet to locate their respective suspects.
The first of this crime chain
occurred on the morning of the
last Sunday in January, when a
male resident was approached b y
the suspect on
Gray Street in
Waterville. The
suspect
then
threatened him
with a screwdriver, pressing
it into the man 's
abdomen , and
ran off on foot
after
obtaining the victim 's
wallet.
Similarly, less than
two weeks later
on Feb. 6th, the
manager of Elm
Plaza 's
RentA-Center
was
robbed outside
at gunpoint after
closing up for
the ni g ht. The
gunman then obtained the store 's
bank deposit bag containing an
undisclosed amount of cash and
fled the scene on foot toward the
corner of Main Street and Waterville Commons Drive.
These recent events are unsettling for many in the Waterville
community. With three incidences of robbery occurring in
an extremely short time period,
two of which involved threat-

ening weapons , it leaves many
wondering if they are related.
However, Deputy Chief Charles
Rumsey of the Waterville Police
Department was quick to dispel
this concern. "We have not identified the suspects ." Rumsey said.
"But we do not believe that there
is any connection between the recent robberies in Waterville nor
any connection between the persons involved".
Along
with
their lack of correlation , the timing of these robberies does not
necessaril y imp ly
a related rise in
crime rate for the
city overall. The
fact of the matter
is that Waterville
has steadil y held
hi gh crime rates
for many years,
with its crime
index
currently 120 percent
hig her than the
Maine
average
and considered
to be safer than
onl y 14 percent
of all cities in the U.S. (according
to city-data.com).
However, these hi gher crime
related statistics simply come
with the territory of being hig hl y
populated area with resources
drawing in outside visitors. "Waterville is what we call a service
center city; peop le travel here
from outlying communities to access the services available here, "
Rumsey exp lained. "That type of

demographic often means that we
will have hig her crime rates than
other cities in the area. "
With this, Rumsey emp hasizes
that the seeming rise in crime
rates is "all just coincidence " and
residents should not be worried.

Despite these recent occurrences
of crime within Waterville , "we
still strongl y believe this is an
overall safe community to live
in. " Rumsey said, "and we wanl
to make sure that residents feel
safe as well. "

SGA test-runs shuttle service
B Y SIMONE LEUNG
Features Editor
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With President David Greene 's
inspiring leadership, administration and student organizations have
been working toward continuing
and rebuilding the relationship between the Colby community and
the city of Waterville. Greene has
worked with the College 's Student
Government Association (SGA)
to plan a Waterville shuttle service
that would hel p serve student transportation needs and also strengthen
the bond between Colby and Waterville.
"[The shuttle service] would
not onl y improve the relationship between Colb y and the local
community, but it also would hel p
invigorate local businesses by pro viding transportation to more potential customers (Colb y students).'
SGA President Justin Deckert ' 1?
said. "At the beginning of the year,
we were talking about why peop le
don ' t feel as connected with tht
Waterville community, and one ot
the major things we heard about
was that it is an access problem, especiall y if you don 't have a car on
campus," he said.
Though the College offers the
Jitney Service seven days a week,
many students have identified it as
an unpredictable and inconvenient
form of transportation. "The Jitney
service works like a taxi; you call
and wait. But. to be honest its pretty
unreliable and doesn 't solve this access problem." Deckert said. "Many
other colleges and universities have
a shuttle for students to get students where they need to go, so we
started to wonder if this was possible to have here in Waterville. .
It you think about it, everything is
just slightl y out of walking distance
especiall y in the winter month s , but
very much easil y accessible with
transportation....Outside of Bangor and Portland , there is no public
transportation in Maine, he added

Main Street Association Jen Olsen
and Colb y 's Director of Planning
Brian Clarke to develop a shuttle
service that would serve the needs
of the College 's students. "The shut
tie would run in conjunction with
the existing Jitney services but will
run on a set schedule with set pick
up/dropoff locations, " Deckert said
"The Jitney won't be rep laced, but it
will definitel y start a much needed
conversation about the purpose ot
the Jitney and whether or not it is
serving that purpose." Deckert said.
Earlier this month. SGA sent out
a survey to collect information on
the times, days , and routes that best
suits students ' needs. "We got about
500 responses detailing ideal locations , times of day peop le would
use the shuttle, and wh y they would
use it. A lot of people were reall y
receptive to the idea, and we got a
lot of great feedback." Deckert said.
They are looking to obtain a "vehicle ... larger than a sprinter van, but
smaller than a school bus. May be a
mini bus ," Deckert said.
Though the shuttle service will
not begin this academic year. SGA
and Campus Life are looking to
launch a pilot program to test the
shuttle. Ideall y, the pilot program
will start before the end ot the
year—may be March or April—and
last for around three weeks. After
that, we are hoping to get as much
feedback as possible, so that we can
anal yze people 's responses and use
the information to work on a more
long term solution. '' Deckert said.
SGA has also discussed concerns over the potential misuses of the shuttle service. "I
think there are definite concerns
about student safety." Deckert
explained. "We don ' t want it to
become a party bus to just briny
people back and lorth to bars , or
to become something that may
threaten the safety of students
whether on campus or downtown
We are just interested in seeing
what it may turn into. What pur
pose it will serve, and how it will
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Specialist discusses residence hall vandalism
B Y F I L I P M ONTGOMERY
News Staff
Earlier this year, The Echo reported that $100,000 of damage
due to d o r m i t o r y vandalism in
the residence halls has accumu-

lated over the last four years. The
costs include everything from
broken f u r n i t u r e , windows , and
walls , to excessive trash dumping, vomit in the bathrooms and
torn down exit signs. There has
been a lot of discussion about
the issue among officials as well

as among representatives of the
student bod y, notabl y the Student Government Association.
Althoug h most students are alread y aware of the heavy financial burden inflicted b y damage,
little lig ht has been shed on one
of the most implicated groups of
campus: the custodians.
Custodian Specialist Lorri
Bolduc is the sole custodian in
Heig hts, one of the dorms most
affected by various types of
damage . She provided further
insig ht into how the custodians
are affected by the actions of
careless students: "Just t h i n k , is
this the sort of t h i n g you would
do at home?" she asked.
Recentl y, Hei ghts has been afflicted with a sizeable amount of
very noticeable graffiti in one of
the common rooms, but a group
of residents took on the responsibility to clean the mess up. "I
t h i n k the people who do this are
the kind of peop le who are used
to having people pick up after
them all the time at home ," Laurie said. She explained that there
are several little things students
could do to make her job easier,
such as wi ping the snow and dirt
off their shoes before they enter .
There has also been a lot of
outrage , especiall y on Yik Yak .
about the u n k n o w n person who
on numerous occasions has left
excrement on the floor of the
bathroom in the Heights residences and has been dubbed
"The Heig hts S h ' t t e r " by the
campus community.
Leaving messes in the toilet
is one thing that reall y bothers
Bolduc: "Its a courtesy thing
first of all!" As with most custodians . Bolduc has weekends

off; onl y a select few make the some damage is to be expected.
rounds to take out trash and re- However, compared to other simport any messes
ilar sized school's,
,U„ f;„,,,.. ,-„, r,,l
that require immediate attention , ^^^^^^^
by is sky-hi g h: in
such as broken
the academic year
2013-2014
Bowg lass and vomit.
When Bolduc comes
doin reported onl y
about $19,000 in
back on Mondays,
she checks the damresidence hall vanage charged to the
dalism across the
dorm by the weekcampus . $81,000
end custodians and
less than Colby 's
challenges anything
figure.
that the custodians
The College is
could have taken
working to imp lecare of but did not.
ment many pre"I just don 't think
ventative measures
it 's fair for the stuto stop residence
dents ," she said.
hall
vandalism
Despite the large
throug h the Colby
amount of damAffirmation and b y
age she has to deal
anal yzing where
with as a result
and
wh y resiof their actions ,
dence hall vandalBolduc says she
ism is happening
genuinely
cares
across
campus.
about the students
The efforts seem
living in Heig hts.
to have met some
"I love my people ,"
success. A recent
she explained. "I
e-mail from Dean
want to take care
of Students Jim
of them." Bolduc
estimates
lorri BoWuc Terhune
has worked for the
the
amount
of
College five days a
CustodianSpecidht unclaimed resiweek for the past
dence hall vandalnine years , and
ism and related
she tries her hardfines at 35 percent
est to make it as
lower than it was
hospitable a home
in the 2013-2014
as possible for the residents. academic year. The Alfond Se
One way she does this is coming nior Apartments saw the even
back later in the day to vacuum a more dramatic drop of 51 percent.
second time.
"Needless to say. there is still
Considering that nearl y 1800 work to be done , but this progstudents are livin g in a fairl y ress—because of (student] efsmall space and that there are forts— is very positive and very
several parties every weekend, real, " he wrote.

"I think the
people who
[commit
residence hall
vandalism]
are the kind
of people who
are used to
havingpeople
pick up after
them all the
time at home."
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Ms. February: Sarah Taft ' 18

Hailing from Dover, Mass, the beautiful Sarah Taft
'18 has followed in the footstepsof her older brother,
Will Taft '13, at Colby thus far. Like Will, Sarah ventured
across the Atlantic Ocean to spend her first semester of
college in Dijon, France. She says she's bad at speaking
French but learned a lot more while she was there.
Sarah is one of four Taft siblings, but more importantly, she has three adorable dogs, two golden
retrievers and one rat dog which are often featured
in her Snapchat stories. Not only does Sarah enjoy
mucking around with her pups, but she is also a huge
fan of outdoor activities. When she's not taking long
walks on the beach pondering life or skiing, she's
sailing on Cape Cod, where she teaches at Buzzards
Sailing School.
During the spring of her junior year at the Dana
Hall School, Sarah attended the Island School in
Cape Eleuthera, Bahamas. There, Sarah swam in a
four-mile race and spent 48 hours alone on a beach
to discover herself. While the Island School may have
toughened Sarah up, she is deathly afraid of moths
like the rest of us mere mortals. To soothe her fears,

Mr. February: Henry Hodge '18
Ladies, did you strike out this Valentine's Day ?
Quit sitting around and reading The Colby Echo
and go find Henry Dodge '18. This perfect male
specimen is tall, sporting hair reminiscent of a serene August afternoon and has eyes so blue that
you 'll be smitten after just one glance. Henry is a
nice reminder that "FebFrosh" exist and that sometimes NEW really does mean BETTER.
A perfect blend of the West and East coast, Henry originally hales from Newport Beach, California
but currently resides in Cambridge, Mass and is
the perfect ca tch for anybody in between. If you
like intelligence, Henry has an abundance of that.
He spent his first semester abroad in Salamanca,
Spain learning and perfecting his linguistic abilities in Spanish (don 't ask him to demonstrate
them), and he plans on majoring in environmental
things at Colby. He is discip lined and studious, as
he can be seen hard at "work" on the first or second floor of Miller library, usually next to his hilarious FebFroshFriends Will Walkey '18 and David
Martin '18.
If you like athletes , Henry can be that for you.
He is a member of the men 's varsity crew team,
and more impressively, he withstands the trudge
through the backbreaking wind and snow be-

Sarah loves indulging in mint Oreo or chocolate
chip cookie dough ice cream and is always willing
to share with friends! However, her favorite food is
sushi, and she could eat it every day of the week.
When asked about her semester abroad and her
first month at Colby, Sarah said, "I loved my host
mom in France, Martine, and I ended up liking my
host dad, Alain, a lot more by the end, but he scared
me at the beginning," Sarah said. My favorite part
about being abroad for the first semester was being
able to travel all over Europe. We spent a week near
the beach in the South of France, a week in Paris, and
my friends and I traveled to London, Amsterdam, and
Berlin while we were there. Being abroad definitely
made me that much more excited to get to Colby in
January. I'm still figuring out what else I want to get
involved in around campus but I'm thinking about
joining CCAKand some other stuff over time. I'm
really looking forward to meeting lots of new people
throughout second semester and skiing a lot at
Sugarloaf."
Written by Natalie Oakes 'I8and Sarah Taft J *

tween his residence in Hillside and the AC withoubreathing heavily at all.
If you like outdoorsy people, Henry is perfect for
you. He is a black diamond skier, a wilderness firs t
responder with CPR certifica tions (ask him to demonstrate for you), and a COOT applicant.
If you love social people, Henry is the one for
you. He is extremely outgoing and friendly, an ex
pert in small talk and has been known to slap the
bag on more than one occasion. In other words ,
there is NO possible way that you cannot dnd
Henry attractive.
Henry is extremely dedicated in everything tha:
he does, he would be extremely dedicated to the
next lucky lady that finds him , and he is a perfect
10. I, for one, personally am sick and tired of see
ing a god-among-men like him have to wait for
his special someone. So ladies , get your acts together , and line up. This afternoon delight will be
scooped up before long.
Favorite Movie: The Incredibles
Favorite Book: The Boys in the Boat by Daniel
Brown
Favorite Song: "Baba O'Reilly ' by The Who
Favorite Food: Fish Tacos
Written by Wilt Walkey 18

COC offers spring break trips Au: Artist in Disguise
B Y BRANDON BLACKBURN
Asst. Features Editor

March 19 marks the beginning of
springbreak, and, Or many students, this
time off is an occasion to relax. Some
students will head home, catch up with
family and friends, and watch Netflix.
But for somestudents, the absence of the
dull roar of classes allows the call of the
wild to enunciate itself better, and as a
result, they will take it upon themselves
to brave the outdoors. For theseoutdoor
enthusiasts, the most appealing option is
often to sign up for a Colby Outing Club
(COC) spring break trip.
The COCoffers a number of student led trips throughout the semester, but
the pressuresof classes and other oncampusactivities meansthat neither the
leaders nor the participants can afford
much time off. As a result, the majority
of these trips are day or overnight hikes
in areas no more than a few hours from
campus. Spring break offers a weeklong vacation from college obligations.
Thus, students can lead more extensive
trips to areas further from campus.
In an effort to reach as many students
as possible, all trips are subsidized bythe
Student Government Association. Each
trip costs between $250 and $500 per
student and covers all planned expenses. Additionally, trippers are selected by
lattery in order to provide each student
who signs up a fair chance of going on
a trip.
"[Going on one of these trips] gives
people a option to push themselvesand
learn something new'' said COC Trip
Facilitation Committee Head Owens
Strawiaski '17, who will be leading the
backpacking trip to Big Bend National
Park in Texas.' It's going to be a tough
trip, but so rewarding,'* she said
In the past, these trips have consisted
predominantlyof hiking and backpacking. This year, however, there is much
more diversity in both k>cation and
tnp activity. "One of the trips this year
is to the Zion" said Seth Butler ' 16, who

B Y F ILIP M ONTGOMERY
News Staff

will be leadingthe snoriteiing tnp to St
John in the Virgin Islands. "[Zion is]
somewhere youd want to go on your
bucket list."
Changes within the structure of
the club, as well as more involvement from the administration this
year, particularl y from Director of
Outdoor programs Ryan Linehan ,
has allowed the club to more efficientl y organize these trip s and
streamline the process of leading
trips. "No one wants to play legal
games. Everyone just wants to get
outside," Strawinski said, "but we
have to ... so we have to work with
[the system] rather than against it."
These changes have helped to
alleviate many of the pressures of
organizing, but the process of navigating the logistics remains a complex and multi-faceted one. The
club is doing what it can to make
the process more efficient, but Strawinski believes the club can make
improvements in the near future.
"There's an unbelievable number
of moving parts , and they all have
to line up,' she said. "It needs to be
more streamlined."
In the case of many students .

COC trips offer unique and perhaps otherwise unattainable experiences. "I'm a double major, minor," Butler said , "so not much time
to leave campus." For him, leading
a spring break trip provides the opportunity to travel abroad, which is
something his course load would
otherwise prevent him from doing.
There will be four trips this
spring rang ing in difficulty, from
the beginner-oriented combinations of day trips and base camping to more intensive expeditionary backpacking in Big Bend
National Park, St John , the White
Mountains, and Zion National
Park. With about ninety sign ups
this year and limited space on
each trip due to safety and budget
constraints , the club has had to
turn many of these students away.
Strawinski, however, thinks the
trips themselves are a solution to
this issue. "One thing we would
love is for people to get psyched
about these spring break trips and
become outing club leaders ," she
said. "The more awesome leaders we can get leading trips In the
outdoors, the better, "

"I have the ability that if I see something, even something as small as
a post stamp, I can copy it," Dining
Services Supervisor Kim "Mama" Au
said of her artistic talents. "It 's nothing
I pursued, I always viewed it as a hobby " she explains. Although you may
not be aware of it, you probably see
Au's artwork on a daily basis around
the campus because she makes all
the chalk-paintings and decorations
hanging in the dining halls and the
Spa. Now you 're probably thinking,
"Oh yea I've seen those!' but do you
know the woman behind them?
Hailing from Waterville, Maine Au
has worked for Sodexo since 2011. In
her first year, she was the supervisor
for Dana dining hall, after which she
transferred to supervise the Spa. Before working for Sodexo, Au owned
and operated three different restaurants, most notably the Jade Island
restaurant, which she ran with her
husband for 27 years before they sold
it in 2010 (today it is Joseph's Fireside
Grill). "I miss the restaurant , and I
miss the customers, but 1 worked
from six in the morning to ten or
eleven at ni ght " Au said. She now has
more time to spend with her three
children and two grandchildren. It
has also given her more time to cultivate her artistic interests.
"I never pursued it. It 's just always
been a hobby or a sideline job ," Au
says. She was artistically inclined
from a very young age. She used to
paint windows for seven or eight busi nesses across town for each different
season, and "in my own restaurant,
1 had 14 large windows to decorate."
Au explained that she especially loves
ftainting on windows because its a
itfle more challenging and requires a
special technique: "You have to keep
in mind that the work can be seen

form both sides and therefore you
cannot relying on layering [the paint].
It 's more experimental."
At Colby, Au mainly paints on the
chalkboards that are placed around
campus to create a "seasonal flare." It
all began when a co-worker asked her
to draw something to advertise for a
cinnamon rolls special the Spa had
that week.
"After that, one thing lead to another and I've been doing it ever since,"
Au said. Working with chalk is a new
challenge for Au, but she is open to
trying new things. "The only thing 1
don't like working with is oil painting; it 's too rigid," she said. Last year,
for a Thai themed event in Dana, Au
carved fruit into different shapes and
flowers in front of students to demonstrate how to "turn a simple object
into a work ot art."
Au has done fruit carving for a long
time, both at Jade Island and at a sum mer camp she works at in Androscoggin. Au says that food has alwaysbeen
her calling," so allowing herself to be
artistic with fruit carving is the perfect
combination for her.
Au also did all the artwork for
the blanket drive put on by Sodexo
in November. The blanket drive
raised over $700 worth of products
such as shampoo, tooth paste , and
clothing "It was such a joy seeing
the looks on their faces when we
brought it over," she said. She also
said that blanket drive volunteers
broug ht over some of her artwork ,
and because tt was really appreciated , she mig ht do some volunteer
work there in the future. Her latest
work is the large MaTdi Gras dis
p lay in Dana.
When aske'd if she has any tips
for anyone with similar hobbies
or interests they do not intend to
make a career out of, Au rep lied .
"What is so great for me is that all
the art I produce is in harmony
with my work and lite. ''
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Drunk sex: always a bad idea?

While reading the Echo's Valentine 's Day issue, I started thinking
more about the college hook-up
scene. As someone in a monogamous relationship, I don't think
about the hook-up culture 3
much as I did before I met
Jake. And since commu- /
nication is paramount in /
a relationship, I've never l(
worried about a question- \
wh*nis.Manyofushavcmi^arieoftl^
despiteourlove for squeaky deanshowniM *xna4emMi!U.
Somecf w b x *comable encounter between us. *
To be entirel y honest, before
plainedabout thelong tones in thePi*butwroltgrateMcfto^fethehard warft (and
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with Respect to Physical Sexual
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Misconduct " section of the Colby
andchauep^afonessiotheriltvtt
College Student Handbook.
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Then Jake sent me an article from
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into incredible detail about a real
respectively.
The iggwdleatu^
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here—a female student and a male
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student from Occidental College
sU at once.
were both extremely intoxicated
Of course, simply talking isn't enoughto make realthe
change,bat tf we, a*members
and had sex. A week later, the fewit*
of this community,arewinmgto *rtr^engs^
people whomateColby
male student filed a complaint to the
lick, it's a nice first step And as much as it sucl^e^»ryix>od
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sexual misconduct policies unfairly
U promising.
based on gender.
The real issue in this case does
not revolve around the facts; everyone involved in the encounter
agrees on the events of that nig ht.
The real issue in this case is that
both parties were extremel y intoxi¦
cated , leading to the ever-present
\ ^^m^°y
¦
^LeB,ancjLy»/
issue of consent.
We talk about it. define it , have
shirts with it pasted on them("Don't
know if it 's consensual? Just ask!")
and hold forums and events on it—
all of which are valid. The more we
talk about it , the better. And I am all
for having events centered around
it. On a college campus, it really is
essential for all students' safety. But
Published by the students of Colby College since 187?
my question , and I am not even going to begin to pretend that I have
David DiNicola, Editor-in-Chief
an inkling of an answer to it , is: what
Sam LeBlanc, Editor-in-Chief
about drunk consent? This topic
isn't new, but I think that when it
Megan Lasher
Simone Leung
Wilder Davies
comes to drunken consent, the only
option is to keep talking about it ,
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because we don't have answers.
If a student claims they don't want
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to have sex and then moments later
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changes
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volition rather than by coercion),
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does their level of intoxication invalidate that consent? At that point,
how many times should the partner
ask to make sure that person does,
in fact, want to have sex? What
that person's jud gment is
equally impaired by alcohol and they do not check
twice, three times, four
times, or more? The next
when one person
day,
)
wakes up and feels that
they have made a mistake,
iw should they proceed?
Personally—as this is an opinion piece—I am of the mind that
if both individuals are intoxicated,
you cannot hold one person to a
higher standard of judgment than
the other.
I am a feminist. And as a feminist,
I hold the value of equality extremely hi gh. I understand that women
between the ages eighteen to twenty-four are most likely to experience sexual assault. I was originally
researching the statistic that 1 in 5
women experience sexual assault,
only to find out that there is much
debate over the numbers (if we debate numbers, how can we even begin to debate something you can't
quantify? That's an issue for a different piece). When I look at my niece,
I am so excited to see the woman
she will become, but I am also terrified for her to grow up in a world
where women have to think about
where they walk, park , or live based
on the fact that they are women.
That being said, I also do not
think that someone should be expelled for a drunken mistake that ,
according to all accounts (including a witness, trained in sexual assault during orientation who saw
the Occidental students having sex
and closed the door because, as
he told investigators, "This didn't
look like [a sexual assault] to me")
was consensual at that time.
Instead , I think we need to target
the fact that women are more likel y
to be regarded as [insert equivalent
to "sluts ' here]. If both parties are
drunk, but the next day one person wakes up and feels dirty or
guilty because they had sex, I feel
as if at least some part of the reason
they might report that incident is
to—and this may sound disgusting
and terrible, but I'm going to say
it—feel a little less guilty by placing
the agency on someone else. Let me
be clear: what I am talking about is
not a situation in which someone

coerced or forced someone to have
sex. I am strictly talking about the
grey area where both parties (while
intoxicated) consent in the moment and then one person wakes
up the next day and feels that they
should not have consented.
Feel free to disagree with me,
but if a man wakes up after having sex the night before, he is
less likely to feel a deep sense of
shame than a woman. Maybe his
friends will give him a high-five ,
or if he is willing to admit that he
regrets the decision , they might
even say "so what? You got laid."
I admit that I am making a huge
generalization here. But I feel
that from my personal experiences and from witnessing other
women's experiences, a woman is
more likely to wake up then next
day and feel ashamed or guilty or
bad. And that is not her fault. Society, religion , ect. has essentially
always engrained in women false
virtues that tell them to keep their
chastity belts on so that they can
be desirable. At Colby, that statement goes a little overboard. But I
had a friend who, after telling her
mom she wanted to go on birth
control because she was scared
she might get sexually assaulted at
college, her mom told her, "Well ,
you just shouldn't let that happen." Right. Because it should be
the woman's job to make sure she
doesn't get raped. Of course , how
could I forget?
Getting back to my orig inal
point here, I think that consent
is always important. It should not
fall on one party or another to read
someone's mind , so verbal consent
is always optimal. Colby's policy
on consent (the portion specifically regarding intoxication and
consent) is as follows: "When alcohol or other drugs are being used ,
a person will be considered unable
to give valid consent if they cannot fully understand the details of
a sexual interaction (who, what ,
when , where, why, or how) because they lack the capacity to reasonabl y understand the situation."
The question remains: what if
both parties fulfill that criteria in
the moment, or give the appearance of fulfilling that criteria?
Alcohol , at least for the time being, will always weave itself into
Colby's hook-up culture. But
when will shame untangle itself
from sex?

Colby divestment: it cannot wait
Did you see the huge banner
hanging in Pulver last Thursday ?
The Colby Alliance for Renewable Energy (C.A.R.E.) hoisted a
banner up to the rafters of Pulver
to encourage members ot the
Colby community to ques- / £
tion our status of carbon /j fl
neutrality, in lig ht of our /^M
continued support of f ^H
the fossil fuel industry l^H
throug h our investments.
The banner read: "CAR- ^^^
>^
BON INVESTMENTS = ^
CARBON NETURAL?" While
it is a huge achievement to be the
fourth college in the country to
achieve carbon neutrality, we find
it ironic that our carbon neutrality is not carried over to our investments. Our investments in
the fossil fuel industry support
destructive , sociall y irresponsible
companies that we learn to question in the classroom. CARE is
asking Colby to divest our endowment from fossil fuels and reinvest
in socially responsible companies.
C.A.R.E. has been organizing for
fossil fuel divestment on campus
for over two years now. We have
met numerous times with former
President "Bro" Adams and current
Vice President Doug Terp as well

as with members of the Board of
Trustees.
Additionall y, we have gained significant student support through
petition drives, public rallies, and
ke a one out ot rossil ruel
campaigns. The divestment
. campaign at Colby is part
\ of a larger international
j movement on college
/ campuses, in cities and
/ amongst religious groups
to take a stand against the
companies that are fueling
climate change.
Supporting fossil fuel divestment
doesn 't mean ceasing to use fossil
fuels. Professors need gas to drive to
campus, PPD uses limited amounts
of oil to heat our dorms in the dead
of winter, and many items we interact with on a day-to-day basis are
petroleum-based. Additionall y, we
would not support divestment if we
believed it would hurt financial aid.
Bob Diamond , the chair of the
Board of Trustees , mentioned during the Trustee Fireside Chat this
fall that if we were to divest, less
money would go towards financial
aid. First off , if there were to be a
decrease in our endowment returns
due to divestment , there is no reason that financial aid would have

to take the fall. Secondly, a study
conducted by the Aperio Group
shows that completely removing investments from the top 200 public
coal, oil and gas companies with the
largest potential carbon emissions
content in their reserves (Carbon
Underground 200) increases risk
by only a mere 0.01 percent (2013).
Colby should conduct a public feasibility study on divestment and
explore more socially responsible
investors. Some notable examples
of institutions that have committed
to divestment are Pitzer College, the
city of San Francisco and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
Colby could easily take a stand
and choose not to invest our endowment in fossil fuel companies.
In fact, the five percent of Colby 's
endowment that is made up of direct holdings is completel y divested
from The Carbon Underground
200. We can not wait five , 10 or 50
years to divest—the detrimental impacts the fossil fuel companies are
having on our planet requires us to
act now before it is too late. Colby
is a national leader in sustainabihty
and environmental initiatives; it is
time that we align our investments
with our morals and divest from the
Carbon Underground 200,

Winning Hearts and Minds

Schooling the teachers: a plea for education reform

At present, education is a hot-button issue in American politics, and in
American society in general. President Obama has continually spoken
about the centrality of a strong public
education system to the future of the
United States. Education, the development of human capital, S ^
has been deemed a funda- /
mental human right by the / Ryan
United Nations.
[ Hoffman
By developing each sue- \
A
cessive generation of students X
J
^^^
into increasingly productive ^^H
human capital, the public educa- ^^B
tion system of the United States has
the unique opportunity to provide for
the future good of our economy and
our democracy through present policy
aimed not at avoiding the bad—recession, war, and iristabflity—but by promoting the good—high productivity,
a properly informed electorate and a

more intelligent polity.
For these reasons, it is good that
education policy has recendy occupied
a significant space in the American
political discourse. It is important,
however, that the issue's salience is
wasted—theother
United States
¦^^ notlags
behind
^H^k
wealthy
P^^ ik countries in educational
rSStt jJi achievement, reform is
.aPf I necessar y' an<^ should be
I ^»2fj f/ prioritized as a national
The easy part, of course,
IJM^F
^m^ is identifying a problem; it is
much more difficult to discern a
pragmatic solution. A public education system that does not measure up
to others in the developed world is
concerning. A public education system that does not efficiently utilize
its resources to provide the students
it serves with the bestpossible educa-

tion is a problematic one. That is, even
ignoring the possible (probable?) need
for increased spending on education in
order to improve the quality of the human capital and its outputs, our education system is not doing as well as it
should be.
There are a multitude of private
schools in this nation that spend far
fewer dollars per student peryear than
many public schools. My own alma
mater, Cheverus High School in Portland, Maine, is one of these schools.
Unfettered by the Teachers' Union
and unbound by the least-commondenominator absurdity of the No
Child Left Behind Act, my high school
was able to offer me far better instruction and overall education than public
schools in my area which spend more
than twice as much per student.
That really pisses me off. There is
no reason that good, intelligent, pas-

sionate teachers should be reserved
for those who are lucky enough to
have parents that can afford private
school tuition. There is also no real
reason that such teachers can only be
employed at private schools—other
than trie Teachers' Union. Like the
trust companies that unions originally battled, the Teachers' Union causes
massive inefficiency in the education
system by engineering a perversion of
tne incentive system for teachers.
This is exemplified, as recognized
by The Economist in, "Those Who
Can," by the decision of the Union to
block an offer by the Washington, D.C.
school system for much higher pay in
return for less job security. The results
are threefold: first, fewer talented individuals choose to become teachers
than do in other countries, such as
South Korea, where compensation is
much greater. Second, those talented

individuals who do become teachers
may be blocked from finding a job by
incumbent teachers who simply do
not produce results but cannot be removed because of Union protection.
Third, without the threat of removal or
replacement, teachers are not incentivized to even try to be good teachers.
Ultimately, the Teachers' Union services educators by doing a disservice to
the educated. While it is important to
give job security to those who provide
a vital role for society, it is a wastewhen
it protects teachers using their tenure
as a means of giving a subpar education with impunity.As No Child Left
Behind is dismantled, I hope that education reform will become present in
the nation's psyche. Americas schools
need an overhaul, and while it may not
be through the ways I've suggested, it
must come before our students fall
even farther behind.

Netflix won't load? I can help A Lenten Suggestion

Very often, I will be approached or
I will overhear a conversation regarding the quality of Colby's Wi-Fi While
the exact wording differs, the basis is
always the same:Colby's Wi-Fi needs
improvement I would like for everyone
to understand why their Internet quality
is lacking and what you can do about it
First, you need to know a little bit
about the access points. Those are the
boxes in dorms that have the antennae
attached and a few blinking lights. For
those who have domes on the ceilings
of your hallways, those contain j *
*
access points. One thing you j r
should know is that the signal /
I
radiates out from the length /
1
of the antennae, rather than I Drew ]
shooting out from the tip. yDertgler
Thus, pointing the antenna N.
toward your room not onl y >v^
decreases your quality of Internet, ^^
but the quality of Internet for those
around you.
The access points, or APs are a few
years old, which is understandable as
new Internet infrastructure is expensive. On average, each AP services 10
students. When they were installed, every student had a laptop. There were no
smartphones,only a few iTouches, and
if there were gaming devices, they were
most likelyconnectedvia Ethernet For
the most part each AP had about 10
devices on it which were 10 personal
computers. Now, most students have
smartphones, if not a few moredevices
that connect via Wi-Fi. Therefore, on
average, each access point services an
averageof around 25 devices.
The other issue with the APs being a bit old is that the data required
by online services, such as Netflix, is
much larger than it was a few years

ago. Each AP can broadcast 100
Megabytes a second. To put that
in context, 5 Megabytes is equal to
30 seconds of HD broadcast quality video. As you move further from
the AP, the signal strength decreases,
and that 100 Megabytes begins to
diminish. A general rule in wireless
internet is that as distance increases, interference also increases, thus
quality of internet decreases.
The job of an AP is very difficultEach of the 25 connected devices is
constantly talking to the AP
k and it is responding. However, because each device
^\ is different, they send difW
W ] ferent signals. A helpful
F / analogy to understand
V how the AP works is to
see it is a teacher in a classIroom where student speaks
a different language. Each student
is speaking at the teacher in his or
her respective language and expects
immediate, full attention back from
the teacher. The teacher must now
respond in the language that the student speaks, and provide the information requested. Since a teacher cannot
give his or her full attention to just one
student, attention is divided equally,
as that is the most fair. When the class
had 10 students, this was completely
manageable. Now, however, there
are 25. Combining that with the 100
Megabytes from each AP, that gives
each device about 4 Megabytes a second, without adjusting for distance
and interference.
Now, you have a general understanding regardingwhy your WiFi can
be slow. The AP is trying to give your
device(s) the attention it needs, but

there are so many other devices talking
to the AP that it simply does not have
the resources to give your device the attention it is requesting. It is using the
"fair'' approach and allocating all of its
resources evenly
You may ask, "why not just upgrade
the system?" Well, the total estimated
cost is around $1 million to upgrade
all the hardware necessary to give you
a better signal The funding has been
approved, but it is a long-term plan.
Furthermore, the IT office has only
three people that specialize in Internet
Between the three, they cover cyber
security, defense, Ethernet hardware,
wireless hardware, manage Colby Access and Colby Guest Access and many
other things. With little manpower and
many other jobs to do, they try to allocate time to everything but there
are sometimes higher short-term priorities. New units are being tested in
Lovejoy and Davis to try and find the
best AP for the dorms.
Here is what you can do about it:
get an Ethernet cable. Each internet
jack has 100 Megabytes per second
going to it, just like an AP. Obviously,
the same distance rule applies due to
resistancewith the wire, but the rate of
decline in signal is much smaller than
it is with Wi-Fi. You can purchase an
Ethernet cable in the bookstore for
a few dollars, and every room has
one Ethernet port per student This
not only gives your computer better,
stronger, and more reliable internet,
but it also decreases the number of
deviceson the AP for phones, tablets,
and gaming devices.
If you have any questions, feel free
to shoot me an email at adengler@
colby.edu

BY P OPE BENEDICT XII
(An Anonymous Alumnus)
Well, fellow Anglicans, Calvinists,
Lutherans, Methodists, and Roman
Catholics (forgive me if I forgot a few),
Lent is here. Every year when it rolls
around, I hear the endless chatter:
"What will I give up? Should I give up
chocolate? Maybe I'll give up Lent! I
hate this time of year!" Invariably, this
person ends up giving up something
mundane for Lent; chocolate, meat,
sweets, alcohol, and swearing usually top the lists. Interestingly enough.
2014 saw Twitter and social networking rise in the rankings, giving us an
interesting glimpse into what we value nowadays. As for me, I've decided
that I really want to go the extra mile.
I'm giving up food.
Now, hold on. I'm sure you're
thinking that I'm nuts, but I think
that it's worth looking into the background of Lent to see where I'm coming from. As I understand it, Lent is a
season in which practitioners imitate
the Temptation of Christ, a time when
Jesus spent forty days in the desert,
avoiding temptations laid forth by
Satan. In John 6:26, Satan urges Jesus
to turn stones into bread, in order to
break his fast and relieve himself from
crippling hunger. Jesus refuses,and in
doing so conquers his worldlydesires.
I'm sure you can see where I'm
going with this. If practitioners are
supposed to imitate Jesus' refusal of
worldly temptations, why not try to
imitate it as perfectly as possible?
Well, I'm going to go out on a limb
and suggest that all of us aren't going
to be able to last for forty days without food. But we can pursue another

method, a method backed by precedent We can go without food, and
replace it with beer.
For those with medical issues to
worry about, or for those who just
aren't twenty-one (like that'll stop
you), this really isn't feasible. For the
rest of us, we should take solace in the
fact that it has been done before. In
the 17th century, Minim friars from
the Neudeck ob der Au cloister near
Munich created a hearty, malty beer to
sustain themselves through the Lenten season. The beer was rich in oats,
simple carbohydrates, sugars, and vitamins. The friars were able to survive
for forty-six days on this concoction.
This isn't just an historical phenomenon; people today are throwing back
rich doppelbocks to slake their thirst
and hunger during Lent.
People will be quick to point out
the cons in this proposal, so I figure
I'll tackle two of them. One, many
will say that this won't provide proper nutrition. It's true that those who
undergo this won't get optimal nutrition , but they will still survive. On
top of that, did Jesus, as he sat among
the brush and dirt , get optimal nutrition? No, unless he was eating geckos
on the sly. He let his belly grumble
while he contemplated his existence.
Two, some will say that drinking
causes people to feel jovial, and that s
anathema to the spirit of Lent. Phooey. Alcohol is a magnifier. It loosens
inhibitions and reveals what's deep
within us. If you truly feel the spirit
of Lent, alcohol will only magnify the
penitence and want that one should
feel during Lent
Naysayers will abound. I'll see
them at the Pub.

The Unpopular Opinion

Leave Lindsay alone: celebnty,mental illness and hypoensy

Amanda Bynes. Quick—what's your Robin Williams committed suicide in
first thought! Now, I'm assuming that his California home. Described as "one
a couple of you smartasses would say of a kind" by President Obama and "the
you thought of The AmandaShow,
brightest star in our comedy galaxy" by
the Nickelodeon sketch comedy as^K
^N. comedian Billy Crystal, Williams
^
^
show that allowed the epony- /^t^k
K
N, was mourned by fans and colmous actor to play characters /^M H
\ leagues worldwide Following
. . \ his suicide, his name was the
from the corrupt as shit / ^H ¦
I fastest growing search term
Judge Trudy, stereotypical I ^H W
him for 2014 Many
yokelLula Mae, and Aman- \^^M ¥ Bleidl I on Google
das #1 super fan Penelope ^^M ^^Kk>. / called
a national treasure.
Taynt (oh my god, am I the ^^B| Bt/ How could someone so talent
only one who just got that?). ^^B¦wsw**^ ed, so beloved decide to take his
own life?
Maybe a few of you remember her
as the cross-dressingsoccer playerfrom
While Williams left behind a wife,
Shes' the Man. Probably a couple of you three children and a mob of adoring
thought of the uptight Jesus freak from fans, his life had not been easy. DurEasy A. But, realistically,you probably ing the 1970s and 1980s, Williams was
thought of a picture on the cover of Peo- a cocaine addict as well as an alcoholic
ple Magazine surrounded by "troubled While he wasable to quit using cocaine
starr "DU1," and "arrested"
following the death of John Belushi and
In September 2014, Bynes made head- the birth of his first son in 1982, Williams
lines again with her second and most re- struggled with alcoholism for much of
cent DUI. That October, after tweeting his Ufe, doing stints in rehabin 2006and
that her father had repeatedly mentally mid-2014. Prior to his death, Williams
and sexually abused her, she spent 20 widow said he was suffering from severe
days on a psychiatric hold Newspapers depression after being diagnosed with
and tabloids alike depicted her as a party the early stagesof Parkinsons disease and
girl who had gone off the deep end.
Lewybody Dementia.
Mental illness and substance abuse
A month prior to Bynes' second DUI,

are serious problems in our societies.According to the Center for Disease Control, 1 in 10 Americans are affected by
depression, with 80% not receivingthe
carethey need.Likewise,theNational In stitute on Drug Abuse believesthat 17.7
million (6.8%) Americans are alcohol or
substance dependent, with only 1% receivingpropertreatment
Having gone through a stint of depressionand thankfully the healingprocess, it can feel embarrassing,if not suffocating,to go through something that
feels so isolating. I was lucky enough to
deal with my issuesin the privacy of my
own home, but the demands of celebrity
make this issuemore complicated One
would assume that the people these celebrities once entertained would come
to their aid in their times of need, but in
many cases, it's merely schadenfreude.
I guess what I'm getting at is why do
some struggling celebrities get thrown
under the DUS while others are put up
on pedestals? At first , I thought maybe
it was an issue of talent. Sure, 1 loved
The Amanda Sliow and Lindsay Lohan's
77a* Parent Trap when I was growing
up but do they stand up to the comedy
goliath that is Robin Williams?But then

I thought Jesus Christ Jake, what are
you, a sociopath? After all, should the
level at which someone entertains us
correlate to how much we sympathize
with them during their times of hardship?^.
Then I considered this discrepancy
might be a result of lifestyle. RobinWilliams, for all of his problems, wasa father
and a husband. He was a family man
who brought millions of people laughter.
Compare that to what the generalpublic
thinks about regarding Bynes or Lohan
(or Britney Spears or Courtney Love).
Images of irresponsible, law-breaking
washed-up party girls abound bordered by shaved hair or crotch shots or
drugs. While some of this stigma might
come from Bynes and Lohans current
troubles, this judgment continues to at
least partially ueftne Spears and Love as
welL Compare that to Robert Downey
Jr., who, despite being arrested multiple
times for drug charges,DUI, and breaking and entering throughout the 1990s,
remains one of the most popular actors
in Hollywood.Perhaps it's sexism then?
While I wholeheartedly believe
that it's a contributing factor, I believe
that the main reason for the different

treatment between Bynes and Williams is death. Robin Williams could
not have possibly imagined how massive the outpouring of empathy and
support would be after his death. So
is the constant coverage of Bynes and
Lohan's troubles a means of changing
their ways before its too late? I think
profits are more to blame, but also the
fact that you can't criticize the dead
Think of Michael Jackson: up until the
day he died, many of us (non-tans) still
thought of him as that singer with the
catchy song that plays on repeat at Halloween stores and who may or may not
have diddled some kids. After he died,
he was paraded as the King of Pop.
with little attention being paid to his
past eccentricities.
Here's what I'm getting at I don't
know Amanda Bynes or Lindsay Lohan
personally. Maybe they're jerks. Maybe
these episodes have been cries for attention or self-entitlement. 1 don't care.
While we may laugh at or scold celebrities for thesescandals, they're humans
too Just becausethey lead more public
lives doesn't mean their lives any less
sacred.It's hypocnticalto mount Robin
while also mocking Lindsay.

Screenpass

Something to be desired , Fifty Shades of Mediocrity

"More...Oh yeah...Fill me up," I businessman . Christian Grey
(Jamie Dornan). The two chartold the concession stand workers as they prepared my large acters meet throug h a series of
popcorn and medium Diet
events in which they experiCoke. What they didn 't know ence an undeniable , and also
was that 1 would also soon be
uncomfortable, amount of
feasting upon the two large -^-"""
N. sexual tension which
boxes of cand y smuggled /
^§^^\ quickl y blossoms into
within my large winter /
\ a relationship Yet the
coat. But it was abso- / Caroline ^^^^
^P, \ mysterious personal
lutel y necessary. I was I Ferguson
K life of Christian Grey
about to embark on a V
Mr/ soon reveals that he
cinematic od yssey of \
WF/ is a masochist with
sexual exp loration to dis- ^^j j f f l ^ F ^unique sexual prefercover the inner goddess of
ences and a dash of psymy feminine sensuality; I was chological instability. The auabout to see the much anticidience follows the experiences
of Anastasia , as
pated Fifty Shades
she falls into the
of Grey. Floating
into Theatre 2 of
emotionally and
"n^sWl^tsi^-atir.
Waterville 's Flagsexually complex
ship
Cinemas ,
world of Mr. Grey.
Here
the
two
my friends and 1
rooted ourselves
characters endure
in
the
middle
emotional trials
row and waited
and sacrifices as
for our lives to
both strugg le to
begin. I couldn 't
habituate themselves with the
t h i n k of a better way to spend
intimate needs of
Valentine 's
Day
the other.
afternoon than to
And that 's it—
be wearing an enthat 's the movie.
tirel y grey outfit
The film trud ged
and gazing up at
throug h its story
at the same slow
the exquisite jawline of the emopace for the entire
tionall y troubled
two hour r u n n i n g
C h r i s t i a n Grey. I
time,
without
was aroused before the trailers
anything significant or thrilleven began.
ing coming into play. It felt as
The film Fifty Shades of Grey thoug h everyone in the theatre
tells of the erotic relationship
was sitting in their seats waiting
between a young female college for something to happen , yet
student, Anastasia Steele (Danothing came. The only things
kota Johnson), and a slightl y that came were the characters
older yet extremel y successfu l d u r i n g the sex scenes, which

conrpkx world
of Mr.Grey

Student curated show SomewHERE

were not as fulfilling as in the
book (and understandably so)
yet showed just enoug h to keep
the moments steamy while
tastefully avoiding becoming
pornograp hy. However these
sli ghtly spicy moments were
not enough to keep the burning flame of passion inside me
lit for very long. Everything was
just kind of average. Despite all
of the hype and anticipation for
the movie's release , there was no
new story told or explored beyond what was already shown in
the numerous theatrical trailers
doused in sexual tension.
But unfortunatel y, this dullness is inevitable when one
removes all the thoroug hly detailed and juicy sex scenes for
the movie adaptation of an erotic romance novel- What makes
the book stand out from others in the genre is not only its
unique characters , but also its
focus and detail towards strong
sexual content rather than the
more traditional theme of romance accompanied by indirect
sexual eup hemisms. The novel's story line is founded on the
physical aspects of relationships
instead of their softer and more
emotional elements. By removing the book's uniquely erotic
material , the story becomes
nothing more than a poorl y
written drama without much of
a p lot. In other words , you get a
film adaptation.
Despite all of this , however,
there were many things that
went into the film which allowed for it to remain entertaining. The acting, mostly that
of Dakota Johnson , was rather

impressive and definitely made
the repetitive plotline far more
tolerable. I personally believe
that Johnsons performance actuall y helped the portrayal of
Anastasia, in that her acting
choices made the protagonist
more relatable, funny, and independent in the eyes of the audience. Moreover, by choosing
to not cast a bombshell actress
with the bod y of a voluptuous
goddess, Johnson 's more average shape added to her character 's much-needed normalcy to
balance the bizarreness that is
Christian Grey.
in regards to
aesthetics,
the
cinematograof
the
movie
phy
was consistently
decent.
Widepanning shots of
scenery and setting
effortlessly
created the eerily
picturesque
ambience of the
film , while numerous closeups
of the characters
hel ped dramatize
and add intensity
to certain dialogues. The mov ie 's lighter color
palette along with
the subtle slow
overlay on screen gave the film
a colder and untouchable tone,
distancing the audience from
Christian Grey 's cool business
persona. In addition , the faded
palette added emphasis to the
contrasting moments of overwhelming color found inside

the "Red Room of Pleasure ," intensifying the audience's interest in his secrets.
Overall , Fifty Shades of Grey
was a decent movie and relativel y entertaining, however it
failed greatl y to live up to audience's exp ectations. Its inability to fill the void of explicit
sexual content which made the
novel a sacred item within the
bedside tables of many women,
resulted in the already roug h
plot worsening and left viewers feeling unfulfilled, especially me. I was someone who
completel y and full-heartedly
bought into the
hype: I read the
book , purchased
the film's official
soundtrack ,
bought my movie ticket a week
in advance, and
watched all three
versions of the
trailer
repeatedly until my eyes
crumbled
into
piles of sexual
frustration. Yet at
4:30 p.m. on Valentine's Day, I sat
in a dark movie
theatre, wearing
a groutfit, read y
for my goddess of
feminine sensuality to finall y awaken, and mig ht
as well have been left in the
sticky aisleway to die with the
forgotten popcorn kernels from
last week's snowing of Night at
the Museum. Maybe it would
have been better if I had gotten
a slushie.
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Mueseum f eatures contemp orary
black artists throughout February
Ferguson happened, Michael
Brown died and Darren Wilson
was not indicted. 1 was angry
and upset and I thoug ht , 'what
Fish dang le amidst shadows could I possibl y do in little
and dark foliage in
Waterville?' The
two Joseph Noridea of a spotman lithograp hs
lig ht had been
"I think in the
which were on
thrown around in
United State* mudisp lay during the
some staff meetfirst week of Febings and it kind
seums can be seen
ruary at the muof just clicked."
as predominantly
seum. It is an odd
Moraga , a recent
image , put into
'white'spaces, and
graduate
from
context by the tiWilliams College ,
it s true to some
tle. Strange Fruit;
saw Black History
a grim homage to
month as the perextent; as with art
the Billie Holiday
fect opportunity
history, most of
song
lamenting
to introduce more
the lynchings of
racial
diversity
the art the
African
Ameriinto the museum ,
museums haveon
cans during the
something
with
1930s. Throug hwhich museums
view or acquire
out the month,
have
historicalhasbeen created
the museum has
l y struggled. "I
been
featuring
think in the Unitby white, male
the works of three
ed States , museartists. So what
contemporary
ums can be seen
African
Amerias predominantl y
is therefor us?
'white '
can artists in celspaces.
Where are we
ebration of Black
and it 's true to
History
Month.
some extent; as
represented
in
the
Alongside Joseph
with art history,
museum?"
Norman ,
works
most of the art
by Kara Walker
the
museums
and
David
C.
have on view or
FrantiscaMoraga
Driskell will also
acquire has been
be on disp lay for
iiifsWn CSJIIJAJ
created by white ,
IWntenrvffWy
the remainder of
male artists. So
PostbaaalaurtateFdhm what is there for
the m o n t h . Francisca Moraga , the
us? Where are we
in Museum Practice
Mirken
Family
represented in the
Postbaccalauremuseum?"
ate Fellow in Museum Practice ,
Moraga started out the proj came up with the idea for the ect by creating a list of suitable
project.
works in the permanent collec"When I arrived at Colb y in tion , then worked with Dean
mid-October I was excited at of Students and Director of the
the opp ortunity to "represent " Pug h Center Dr. Bradley of and
the underrepresented groups on Tionna Haynes of SOHBU to ficampus at the Museum. Then nalize the selection for the ArtBY WILDER DAVIES
A&E Co-Editor

ist Spotlight Wall.
Moraga
also collaborated
with the Pug h Center, SOHBU and the African-American
studies department to put on
Open Mic Ni ght in honor of
the works. Students shared poetry and prose inspired b y Josep h Norman 's _ Strange Fruit _ ,
alongside other creative works
discussing racial identity and
discrimination. Moraga said
she was pleased with the evening: "It was great to see students who I hadn 't seen passing throug h the Museum before
in attendance. The energy that
night was amazing. "
This week , Kara Walker 's no
world is up on view. The striking etching features two dark
hands reaching out of the ocean
clutching a ship. Walker 's work
harks back to the images in
J .M. W. Turner 's The Slave Ship
, which features the hands of
drowned slaves reaching out
between the waves. Walker
gained notoriety over the past
Summer for her project "A Subtlety " in which she constructed a giant sugar sph ynx in an
old Domino sugar factory in
Brookl yn , New York.
The month will end with the
disp lay of African Women , Windows by David C. Driskell, a
striking woodcut of varied layers of deep, rich color. Driskell
has made several important
contributions to the art world
as not onl y an artist but as a
scholar and curator as well.
This is onl y the first of several potential Artist Spotlig ht
Walls to feature diverse artists.
Moraga is currently preparing
a similar endeavor for Hispanic
Heritage Month , which will be
on display from mid-October
throug h mid-November.

Easel Talk

Reflecting on a month of anatomy, an artist's take

arinns , I am surrounded b y
As an art major coming off —.
of a fall spent abroad , I s^*
her art majors , but the
was excited to bring back /
M
lifferent levels of expewith me alt the inspi- /
H
rience offered an imration I had gathered [ *«"> ¦
mensel y diverse set of
during my four months lo Connor ¦
approaches to the subtraveling through Eu- \
ject matter.
Jj
rope. Having enjoyed an Na^jj ^W
Beginning with a stud y
endless array or beautiful ^^^ KF the human anatomy,
vistas, museums and archiEngman structured the class
tecture, the creation of my own by hammering home the fundaartwork took a backseat to the mentals of figure drawing in the
viewing of others. For that rea- first two weeks of class. She foson , I jumped on the opportunity cused solely on mark making and
to si gn up for the
line quality the
Figure Drawing and
first class—three
Anatomy
JanPlan
hours
long—
course offered by
which introduced
Visiting Professor
us to the comKris Engman.
plexities involved
The
sister
of
in the manipulaColb y 's own Protion of the matefessor of Art—and
rials. From there,
my painting proEngman
began
fessor—Bevin Enga
comprehenman, Kris Engman
sive study of the
is
an
Assistant
skeletal and musProfessor of Art
cular structures
1
¦rfiiiVri itaW" ' '
at the University
of the human
of Maine. Coming
anatomy—evenfrom a background
tually incorporatin drawing, painting perspective,
^jfarSc&IWM ^'U
ing and scul pture,
movement, and
Engman offered a
weig ht — before
wide and varied apmoving on to

I .,
beseemed

translate three-dimensional information onto a surface. By the
end of the month , however, most
students made breakthroug hs
that showed a clear progression
in understanding. Because we
were eventually given some wigf;le room with how we were alowed to approach each project ,
the results ended up expressing the large number of artistic
points of view present in the
class.
As for the length of the course,
the material could have easily
benefited from being given a full

semester 's worth of time. Schlichting, on the other hand , said , "It
was a little bit rushed but I thoug ht
it was a breath of fresh air." The
short window of time forced us
to progress rapidl y throug h techniques and subject matter, but it
certainl y added to the excitement
I would feel every day when entering the studio.
As with all of my art classes,
the critique sessions each day
allowed for students to share
techniques and criticisms , as
well as benefit from the experienced perspective of our profes-

sor. In many cases , the quality
of these discussions depended on the examination of the
strengths and weakness of each
piece. By the end of each class,
we were able to come together
and ultimatel y—live model included—app reciate the creation
of beautiful interpretations of
the human form. If I had one
criticism, it would be that the
Art Department doesn 't offer
such a class during either of the
two full semesters. As for the
course itself , however. I would
recommend it to anyone.
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of the human figure. With lim ited experience in drawing the
figure, I was initially intri gued
by the prospect of expanding my
artistic horizons, if not somewhat intimidated. The backgrounds of the other students
in the class, however, proved to
be j ust as numerous. With several art majors and minors, the
class was populated by nearly as
many, if not more, first-timers.
This variety was refreshing for
a Colby art class. In most situ-
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nude models.
Of Engman 's approach to the
course. Taylor Schlichting ' 16
said, "She seemed to want to
teach us the fundamentals without forcing us to lose our cre ativity." For me, this was a large
source of the excitement we
would experience when looking at our collective work at the
end of each class. By the time we
began working from models, the
class had been prepared with a
basic understanding of how to

ST/SAP *p r e s eart
n t show
s
BY CATHERINE DUNN
News Staff
The Sexual Violence Aware ness and Support Program
(SVASP) sponsored an art show
this past Friday the 13th that
disp layed student art centered
on theperceptions of love and
healthy relationships. While we
often associate the prevention of
sexual violence with onl y negative injunctions, such as 'do not
rape," "do not harass," and "do
not assault ," club founder Alexa Williams ' 15 believes that
there is another equally important component: modeling a
healthy understanding of loving
relationships. In this way. Williams looks to create a positive
view of what love and sex have
the potential to be. Approaching the issue from this ang le has
the added benefit of being less
painful and difficult to discuss,
while also promotin g the creation of a common ground.
"It 's hard to get a conversation
going because peop le don 't want
to talk about it." Williams said.
"So I thoug ht if I made it more
about 'what is the opposite of
sexual violence' and 'what does
love look like,' we could start a
conversation that way, instead
of having it more focused on
sexual violence."
A total of six s t u d e n t s were
involved , s u b m i t t i n g
three
poems and three p hotograp hs
for the show. These s u b m i s sions were displayed on six

large easels in Page Commons, where many students
filed in and out t h r o u g hout
the day to examine the artwork. When asked about her
favorite piece. Lainey Battiston ' 17 cited a poem from the
first disp lay. A p a r t i c u l a r l y
memorable line for her was
"there 's a blizzard outside , but
you 're gonna walk ove r and
tell her you love her anyway. "
The poem continues with
similar examples of love and devotion and then ends with the
lines "love can be expressed in
a myriad of ways / but it onl y
takes one for love to spread. "
While six submissions is not
a p articularl y large number,
Williams was p leased with the
overall level of interest and passion each submission represented. "I' m happy there are people
getting involved, showing a passion for it ," said Williams. "It 's
a great first step, having peop le
show interest."
Although Williams will not
have the opportunity to host
another art show before she
graduates, she hopes that her
predessecor will continue the
tradition and hold another Valentine 's Day art show next year.
"I think this was a good
start." Williams said. Going
forward , however , she hopes
that more peop le will submit
art pieces to show an increased
c o m m i t m e n t to the issue, and
hopefully increase the community 's awareness of the healing
effects of love.
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WI NOW TAKE CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!
Saranac Shandy
$2.99/6 Pack + Tax and Deposit
$9.99/case + Tax and Deposit
3
I
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Amstel Radler
$2.50/6Pack + Tax and Deposit
$4.99/12 Pack + Taxand Deposit

I

loose Margarita
Now Only $5.99/12 Pack

I
I
I

Open Sun-Weduntil 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

I
I

We nownavethe largest selectlon ofdomesticand
import beers in Central Maine.

I

207-873-6228
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Editorial —

Terry O'Connor [The Colby Echo

From the Archives: October 16, 1980

President Cotter after one year:
...

earning a passing g rade

Since taking offic e, President Cotter has been in a
hurry to see changes. Above all else, be wants to ensure
that the academic programs that are offered are as
good as they can be. He is a very demanding man who
expects nothingbut the best from those'around him. He
has become aware of certain problems and has been
trying to overcome them. Yet in his eagerness to
overcomethese difficulties, it might be argued that he
has acted somewhat hastily without always being aware
of the immediate consequences. Overall, however, it is
clearly apparent that be has the college's best interests
at heart and will continue to strive for excellence in all
fields.
In his Inaugural address, Cotter expressed his uncertainty that women, "although equal in numbers at
Colby for some time, have been fully equal in rights."
Not much has changed in a year.

Cotter has limited his role in aiding the women of
Colby toward equality to a reactive rather than an
active role. When pushed, he came through.Bat be had
to be pushedand sometimes pushed to the wall.
Cotter should be applauded in his efforts to increase
student diversity. Changes in the campus population,
although not profound, are significant for a one-year
period. Colby has long needed a program like the Ralph
Bunche scholarships to attract minorities to the largely
white upper-muddle-classcollege.
•
Cotter also rates good marks in attention to
residential life, although the results of the majority of
bis actions remain to be seen. He has made broad-based
efforts, extendingfrom alcoholuse to library capacity.
Colby has a-history of building construction problems,
however and the dorm is being built on an extremely
fast time schedule. It remains to be seen if his first
major project is successful.

Football's oldest trophy: a
week of play in the FA Cup
BY WILL LEVESQUE
StaffWriter
In the absence of the usual Premier League competition this
weekend, the fifth round of the
134th FA Cup took center stage.
Each seeking a spot in the quarterfinals of football's oldest competition , the remaining teams from all
levels of the football ladder faced
off, bringing a weekend of excitement and the giant-killing that has
long been a trademark of the Cup.
The weekend began early Saturday with a Premier League clash
between eighth-placed West Ham
and 14th placed West Brom, each
vying for a chance in the FA Cup
quarterfinals. Despite the expectations of a fiercel y competitive clash .
West Brom displayed remarkable
form early on, as forward Borwn
Ideye scored 20 minutes in to put
the Baggies up. 12 minutes later,
his teammate James Morrison
launched a 25-yard volley to make
it 2-0, leaving West Ham in crisis
before the half. Their troubles only
continued, however, as Ideye would
score again in the 57th minute, followed by a Saido Berahino goal
from within the penalty area to
make it 4-0. West Hams misery was
onl y compounded by the fact that
midfielder Morgan Amalfitano was
dismissed 70 minutes in, cementing West Brom's utter dominance
of West Ham to reach the quarterfinals for the first time since 2008.
Saturday's next match , featuring Championship side Blackburn
against the Premier League's Stoke,
ushered in the first giant kill of the
weekend. Having gone down 1-0 to

a Peter Crouch tap 10 minutes in ,
Blackburn scored twice on either
side of the half, with forward Josh
King netting a hat trick and Rudy
Gestede slotting a penalty to make
it 4-0. The penalty was not the onl y
insult to Stoke, as defender Geoff
Cameron was sent off for a professional foul in the lead up, completing an exciting match and the
weekend's first upset.
The weekend's third match, Derby at home to Reading, was equally
enthralling, containing 3 goals and
yet another red card. Hal RobsonKanu scored in the 53rd minute
for Reading before Derby forward
Darren Bent scored his fifth goal
in as many games eight minutes
later to tie it. With a draw and replay looking likely, Reading forward Yakubu Aiyegbeni struck 82
minutes in, winning the match 2-1
for the Royals. The match also featured one of the most unfortunate
debuts, as former Leeds captain
Stephen Warnock was shown a second yellow only 37 minutes in, and
promptly dismissed.
Saturday 's final match would
see Crystal Palace lose to Liverpool at home, 2-1. Despite a
strong early showing, with striker
Fraiser Campbell scoring off the
rebound only 15 minutes in, Liverpool proved stronger in the second half, with Daniel Sturrid ge
and Adam Lallana scoring in the
49th and 58th minutes, respectivel y, to put Liverpool throug h
the quarterfinals.
After Saturday's excitement, Sunday's matches would prove comparatively tame, although by no means
unexciting. The day opened with
Aston Villa at home to Leicester.

The women's hockey team swept
their first NESCAC series of the
season over the weekend, with consecutive 2-1 victories over Wesleyan
University (8-12-1 overall, 3-10-1
NESCAC) at Alfond Arena. The two
wins extended the Mules' run to five
in their last six games to put Colby
at 13-9 overall and 5-9 in the conference as the Mules continue their
push for a NESCAC playoff spot.
The Mules outlasted the ninthranked Cardinals on Friday, winning 2-1 in overtime courtesy of

junior Katie Tang's third goal of the
season. Colby went ahead early on
when Sasha Fritts '18 scored just
1:59 into the first period from Kailey Buxbaum '17 and Breanna Davis
'16. But the game would tighten up
after that, with neither team able to
create many chances for the rest of
the period. Colby took more control of the game in the second, but
couldn't capitalize on their time in
the Wesleyan zone. The Mules were
pegged back against the run of play
when Wesleyan's leading scorer Jordan Schildhaus scored at 9:10 off of
a rebound after a good initial save
from Colby goaltender Jessica Thulin " 18 (18 saves).

NBA at the Break

A scoreless third period saw
the Mules again dominate possession, but the Cardinals held on tc
force overtime, setting the stage
for a dramatic finale. The Mules
gained the zone early in the extra
period and junior tri-captain Maddie Dewhirst skated down the left
boards and fed a beautiful behindthe-back pass in front of the net foi
Tang to slot home.
Saturday was Senior Day foi
Colby, who honored Jackie Tavella
Lauren Guarente and Carolyn Fuws
before the game as the Mules foughi
for their third win in a row. After a
scoreless first , Katie McLaughlin '17
gave the Mules the lead 5.-16 intc
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the second period, assisted by Buxbaum and Davis. Five minutes later,
Tavella celebrated her final home
game by scoring a powerplay goal
from Guarente and McLaughlin
for her third goal of the season. The
Mules used this momentum to forecheck effectively and the Cardinals
couldn't break out of their own zone
for long stretches of the period.
Wesleyan turned up the pressure
in the third with a string of decent
chances. Yet Colby's defense held
up and Thulin was again impressive
in goal, stopping a Wesleyan breakaway for one of her 22 saves. Colby
frustrated the Cardinals for much of
the period and Wesleyan was forced

to pull their goalie for a sixth attacker to set up a tense final few minutes.
After a scrum in front of the net ,
Schildhaus jammed the puck into
the Colby net at 19:32. Unfazed, the
Mules repelled the Cardinals for the
remaining seconds to earn a special
Valentines Day victory.
Colby will travel to Hamilton
College for their final two games
of the season before the NESCAC
championships. Currently the seventh seed, the Mules can finish as
hi gh as fourth if all results go their
way. But they will need at least one
win on their travels or a Wesleyan
loss to Trinity to ensure a spot in
the playoffs.

M. Basketball eighth seed after two close losses
Mules slated to play
Trinity in upcoming
quarterfinal matchup
B Y WILL WALKEY
StaffWriter

After falling short to the Jumbos of Tufts University last Friday ni g ht and then to the Bates
Bobcats in their final league
game on Saturday, the Colby
men's basketball team will be the
ei g ht seed in the NESCAC league
tournament and will play at Trinity College next Saturday. Both
home losses were decided by less
than ten points.
On Friday, despite a game-high
26 points from Ryan lann '16, the
Mules lost 72-64. Althoug h they
trailed by eight points at halftime ,
the Jumbos battled back with a
strong team performance, as they

shot 57.7 percent from the field
in the second half and had four
p layers finish the game with at
least 10 points. Colby played well
in the first half as they held Tufts
to just 25 points on 29.4 percent
shooting and outrebounded them
by nine rebounds , but 11 turnovers in the first 20 minutes by
the Mules kept the game close and
ultimately made a Huge difference
in the loss.
On Saturday, the Mules fell to
Bates by a score of 82-77. The
Bobcats led by 15 at halftime , but
Colby battled back to be down
by just two points. Five players
scored at least 10 points for the
Mules, as Jann led the way with 19
points and captain Luke Westman
16 scored 12 on 5-6 shooting and
added six assists. This was also the
final home game for three-year
captain Connor O'Neil ' 15, who
added 14 points, three assists, and
two steals. Bates had no trouble

scoring, as 10 players got on the
scoring sheet , ana a big 3-point
shot from the left corner sealed
the deal in the game.
Colby finished the season with a
record of 13-11 and had a 4-6 record in league play. This record is
more impressive than it looks on
paper, as two key starters , Chris
Hudnut '16 and Patrick Stewart
' 17, have strugg led with injuries
all season. Colby's offense has
been fantastic all year, as the team
is fast in transition and shoots efficientl y. Jann has consistentl y led
the way in scoring with his relentless driving to the basket. Westman has been productive at point
guard due to his intelligent passing and smooth feel for the game
of basketball.
Unfortunately, defensive effectiveness has been low all year;
however, head coach Dan Strahorn has built a program with
strong hope for the near future , as
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in my lifetime, and it's riot really
thatdose.
At the beginningof the season
I made a lew outfandish predicI tion*that I thoughthada realistic
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a contest that stayed scoreless until the 68th minute when Leandro
Bacuna netted in for Villa , followed
by an 89th-minute goal from Scott
Sinclair to make it 2-0. Leicester
forward Andrej Kramaric managed
to score a wonderful header in the
90th minute; however it did not
prove enough , with the match ending 2-1 in Villa's favor.
Sunday then saw its most exciting match , with League One
side Bradford City overcoming the Prem's Sunderland, 2-0.
Playing on an atrocious pitch severely damaged by weather and
ill-maintenance, Bradford put on
a heroic display, with their pressure forcing an own goal by Sunderland defender John O'Shea in
only the third minute. Their persistence would be rewarded again
61 minutes in, as on-loan forward
John Stead struck to make it 2-0,
the final score of the day. Having
claimed another Premier League
scalp, Bradford find themselves
rapidl y closing in on a match at
Wembley in an FA Cup run that is
nothing short of incredible.
Sunday would close out in a far
more tame fashion, as Arsenal beat
Middlesbrough at home. Forward
Oliver Giroud scored two goals in
as many minutes to put the Gunners ahead before the half, sealing
the score at 2-0 and putting Arsenal
in the quarterfinals.
The fifth round completes on
Monday night as League One side
Preston North End take on Manchester United at home. After a
brilliant fifth round , all eyes now
look towards the quarterfinals, as
the final ei g ht teams compete for
the oldest trophy in football.

W. Hockey pushing for fourth
place as season winds down
BY A NDREW D'A NIERI
StaffWriter
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the Mules will return most of theit
productive players next year.
This season is not over as the
Mules travel to Hartford , Conn,
to battle Trinity College in the
league quarterfinals next Satur-

day. Trinity boasts a top-ranked
defense to combat Colby 's offense, but the Mules are not an
easy out and will be a force in the
NESCAC next year and for years
to come.

Baseball hopes to make jump
to final four in league standings

BY DAN H YSZCZAK
StaffWriter
"Watch out for the Mules," says
co-captain Scott Goldberg '15.
Goldberg has hi gh hopes for his
team this season and thinks the
Mules have what it takes to contend
for a NESCAC championship. "The
teams main goal for this season is to
win the NESCAC. The team fell one
game short of the final four team
playoff last year and we are out for
revenge," Goldberg said.
The team's goals are certainl y ambitious, but after last seasons large
improvement, the team is in great
position to take another step. After
the 2012 and 2013 seasons, which
saw the Mules finish in last in the
NESCAC East division , the Mules
jumped up to third in the 2014 season, with a 5-7 record in the conference. To advance further, the Mules
will need to finish in the top two of
their division, which is comprised of
Tufts, Bates, Bowdoin, and Trinity.
Last season . Tufts was the best team
in the division with a 9-3 record, but
the middle of the division was separated by just one game between the
three Maine teams.
To make that jump to the final

four and have a shot at the championship, the team will have to rel y
on many of the same players who
helped them rise from the bottom of
the division to the middle.
"Having experience is extremely important in being a successful team in
the NESCAC," Goldberg said. "Players
know the competition they are going
to be facing as well as how crucial every
single game is." Last season, co-captain
Jason Buco '15 led the conference with
seven home runs, earning a first team
all-NESCAC selection. In addition to
Buco, the Mules should have one of
the strongerteams in the middle of the
lineup, adding in Soren Hanson '16
and Nils Carlson '15.
Besides Buco's all-NESCAC
selection, the strength of team
comes from their dominance on
the mound. Goldberg described
last year's staff as "one of the top,
if not the top, pitching staffs in
the league. All three starters are
returning again this year: myself,
Soren Hanson , and Greg Ladd
[* 15]." The pitching staff carried a
3.07 conference ERA, good enough
for 5th in the conference. Goldberg
and Hanson both relied heavily on
their ability to strike out batters,
each having above a strikeout per
inning pitched. The same pitching

staff that propelled their season last
year will be relied on even more
heavily this season. Last year's NESCAC final four teams were also
the four best in terms of team ERA.
If the Mules are able to lower their
team's ERA to under 3.00 and continue their improvement , a spot in
the final four could happen.
In contrast to their pitching
staff, the team's offense ranked in
the bottom tier of the NESCAC
last season. The team scored a
league-worst 36 runs in their 12
league games, diminishing the effects oftheir strong pitching staff.
In addition to runs scored , the
team ranked last in both walks
(24) and on-base percentage
(.290). Similarly to ERA , success
in the NESCAC is strong ly correlated with on-base percentage ,
with the final four teams each
ranking in the top five in the
league in on-base percentage. To
reach their goals, improving their
on-base percentage significantl y
to around .350 will be necessary.
The team will begin official
practices this week and will begin
their competitive season in March
with their Spring Break Trip to
Winter Haven , FL. for 12 games.
The team will have to build on
their past successes on these Florida trips and propel themselves
forward into NESCAC play. Key
games will be, as for any Colby
team , their games against Bates
and Bowdoin. The Mules will
square off against Bates on April
10th and 11th and then against
Bowdoin on the 24th and 25th.
The results of those games will be
a sure indicator of the success of
their overall season. Jumping from
the bottom of the NESCAC to the
middle last season represented a
great step forward for the Mules,
but the jump from middle to top
will be an even larger challenge.
But with goals in baseball , it makes
sense to swing for the fences.

Men 's Hockey drops two
over weekend in Connecticut
BY RUSS OLUS
StaffWriter
The Colby men's hockey team
traveled down to Connecticut last
weekend as they prepared to face
the first and last place teams in the
NESCAC. On Friday, Feb. 13, the
Mules headed over to Middletown,
CT. to face the struggling Wesleyan
University Cardinals.
Wesleyan has had its troubles
this season, as they are at the bottom of the league with a 2-14 in
conference record and an overall
record of 3-19. Still , Colb y has
had its own share of difficulty as
they are in ninth p lace in NESCAC
standings and are sporting a 2-11 -3
in conference record and are 5-143 overall.
The first period was a backand-forth game, but the Cardinals
scored first with only 50 seconds left
in the period to take the lead going
into the first intermission. The second period was similar to the first ,
but at the end of the second period
it was Colby who scored the equalizer. Freshman Cam MacDonald
tied the came up at one with onl y
36 seconds left to play in the period
off of assists from Alexander Walsh
' 16 and Michael Decker '18.
Regulation would end in a tie,
sending the game into overtime. Unfortunately for the Mules, Wesleyan
snapped their 14-game losing streak
as they snuck a puck past goalie Sam

Parker '15 about three minutes into
the overtime period.
"We generated a lot of opportunities, but were unable to capitalize on
our chances," Walsh said. The Wesleyan goalie played well and they
were able to convert on a couple of
our mistakes." The Mules could not
dwell on this loss for long, as they
had to face the first-place Trinity
Bantams the following evening.
Colby entered the game against
Trinity on Saturday, Feb. 14, looking to stifle the strong Bantam
offense. After a scoreless first period . Trinity drew first blood going
ahead only five minutes into the
second. Just three minutes later,
the Bantams would build on their
lead to make it 2-0; however, Colby
would cut the deficit in half when
Michael Rudolf '18 converted a

Trinity turnover into a goal with
the assist from Jonathan Sdao ' 16.
Trinity busted the game open in the
third period as they scored three
unanswered to take the lead , and
ultimately the win, 5-1.
"[Trinity] has a strong power
play unit ,' Walsh commented after the game. "They were able to
capitalize on a couple of power play
opportunities in that third period. '
The Mules need to put this past
weekend in their rearview. mirror,
as they close out their regular season with Tufts University and Connecticut College at Alfond Rink
this weekend.
"We're excited about the Tufts
and Conn games," Walsh said.
"They 're very important games for
us as they 'll be crucial in order for
us to make the playoffs."
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M. Swimming at NESCACChampionship
Friday, Feb. 20

10 AM

Middlebury, VT

Indoor Track at NE Dill Championship
Friday, Feb.20

1PM

Springfield,MA

W. Hockey at Hamilton
Saturday,Feb. 21

7 PM

Clinton,NY

M. Basketball at Trinity
Saturday,Feb. 21

3 PM

Hartford,CT

W. Basketball at Amherst
Saturday,Feb. 21

3 PM

Amherst MA
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